PVA Shooting Sports Ammunition Policy:

Ammunition purchased by a PVA chapter on behalf of any PVA National shooting event is to be used for PVA shooting events as well as other local-chapter shooting sports events. If ammunition is purchased by the chapter or the PVA National Office for any PVA National shooting sports tournament, the ammunition may not be sold to any for-profit or commercial entity, nor may ammunition be traded for any goods or services.

Starting with the 16th PVA Shooting Sports Circuit, the policy of “No Reloads” will take effect. Due to the liability of reloaded ammunition, participants in any PVA Shooting Sports event must use ammunition purchased or provided from a commercial manufacturer, the host PVA chapter, the host range, or any other commercial entity (i.e., sporting goods stores). Anyone to be found utilizing reloaded ammunition during any event will be automatically disqualified from that particular event. If a participant is found to be using reloaded ammunition a second time, that individual will be disqualified from the current shooting sports circuit in which they are participating.

Ammunition provided by the host chapter must be utilized for competition. If an individual does not wish to use the provided ammunition, then he/she must forfeit chapter-provided ammunition at no discounted registration rate (i.e., the host chapter will not provide a refund for ammunition turned back in).